
CULTURAL 

UNDERSTANDING 

AND EMPATHY:

CREATING PLACE IN A 

GLOBAL WORLD 



You are on a boat with your spouse, 

your child, and mother.

A sudden storm comes up and the boat floods.

You can only save one.  

The others will be lost.

Which one do you choose?



 A richer (and more knowledgeable) experience

 Better partnerships and networks

 Keeps our egos in check

 More productive

 More profitable 

 More innovative and adaptive

Why Focus on Culture, 
Empathy, and Understanding?



Definition of Culture

 Commonly held values within a group of people

• shared knowledge, 

• beliefs, 

• values/ethics, 

• cultural artifacts

• and rules about behavior that exist within a society. 

 Set of rules, customs, values, and assumptions

 Makes a group unique.  Your programming.



Understanding Your Individual

Cultural Influences 

Small Group Discussion

What are some of your traditions?

What is expected of you?

What are the ‘strange’ behaviors?



Culturally defined standards of 

• desirability

• Goodness and morality

• beauty

• worthiness (social, economic, academic, etc.)

These serve as broad guidelines for social living.

Values support beliefs

– Specific statements that people hold to be true

• Examples?



RULES BY WHICH SOCIETY GUIDES BEHAVIOR

Types

– FOLKWAYS
• informal, minor norms that carry only minor and informal 

sanctions (punishments) when they are violated.

– MORES
• Morally significant- may or may not be written into law, but 

violations are usually taken seriously. 

– TABOOS
• Extremely significant – seen as major acts against society

• Examples of each?

LAWS are the formal application of norms



Understanding Your

International Experiences

Small Group Discussion

Who is the worst traveler that you know? Why?

What international experience made 

you most confused or uncomfortable?

What was your strangest international experience?

In retrospect are there any reactions 

that you think you got wrong or regret?



In individualistic cultures:

 Self is autonomous from group

 Personal goals are given priority over in-group’s

 Attitudes determine social behavior

 Relationships based on exchange

 Others are far and removed from self 

Individual vs. Collective



Hall’s Cultural Context

High Context Cultures

 Rely on environmental 
cues and context

 Subtle cues convey 
message

 Trust is more important 
than formal contract

 Indirect communication

Low Context Cultures

 Rely on explicit verbal 
and written messages

 Clear words convey 
message

 Formal contract 
determines action

 Direct communication 
and specific instructions



High and Low Context Culture

Japanese
Chinese
Korean

African American
Native American

Arab
Irish

Greek
Africa

Australian
Latin America

Italian
English
French

North America
Scandinavian

German
Swiss German

HIGH CONTEXT

LOW CONTEXT



Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior 
Effectiveness (GLOBE) Dimensions

 Power distance: Degree to which power is distributed equally

 Uncertainty avoidance: Extent of reliance on norms and rules

 Humane orientation: Degree to which fairness and kindness 
are valued

 Collectivism I (Institutional): Degree to which collective 
action and distribution of resources is valued

Organizational and other cultures are shaped by several factors:



GLOBE Dimensions

 Collectivism II (In-group): Degree to individuals are 
close to their family or organizations

 Assertiveness: Degree of directness and confrontation

 Gender egalitarianism: Extent of gender equity

 Future orientation: Extent of investment in the future 
rather than past for present

 Performance orientation: Degree to which performance 
is valued



GLOBE Dimensions of Culture

Assessment

Complete on your own



Empathy



Ralph Brown – Last Lecture

• 58:42-1:04:32



What is Empathy?
• Empathy has traditionally been a difficult term to define 

and measure. A complex multidimensional concept, rarely 

understood. 

• The literature has identified two main components:

• Cognitive Empathy: One’s ability to extricate themselves 

from their own point of view and coordinate it with the 

viewpoints of others. 

 I understand you 

• Emotional Empathy: vicarious emotive response to 

others’ situation.  I feel you and act



Case Study – Extended Hand



Factors Shaping Empathy 

• Sociodemographic:

– Gender had a major significant affect on empathy. 

– Females scored significantly higher on all measures of 

empathy. 

• Interaction:

– Increases in interaction with diverse people, places, and 

cultures led to increased empathy.

– Solutions need to build interactive capacities, 

communication networks, and social connectedness.



Ralph Brown – Last Lecture

• 1:09:28-1:18:35



TOOLS FOR 

UNDERSTANDING 

AND 

CRITICALLY EXPLORING 

CULTURE



Ralph Brown – Last Lecture

• 1:28:16-1:30:40



Emile Durkheim added another important component to 

society and culture.

-belief that an underlying set of moral rules give us a 

shared sense that they are part of something.

-this is referred to as a collective conscience.

-this is best seen when communal rules are violated.

-people become outraged when a crime occurs 

even if they were not victims themselves.

Examples?



Sociologist Max Weber emphasized the idea of: 

interpretive understanding. 

-We need to understand the world through the eyes of those 

who experience it.

- he called this verstehen or understanding.

-strip away your preconceived notions and ideas

-view the world without your baggage

Example:  

Have you heard of this Jesus fella? Who is he?





LET’S TALK!

Questions?

Comments?

Insults?!

Confrontations?!


